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Abstract

1. The association of darker, less reflective insect wings with cooler environments

(Bogert’s rule) is thought to be related to adult thermoregulation, but the adaptive

explanation and the implications for sensitivity to climate warming are yet to be

tested. We re-evaluate the pattern for butterflies using finer resolution data than in

previous approaches, both geographically and morphologically, and test its correla-

tion with recent evidence of impacts of warming on butterflies.

2. We compared reflectance–climate relationships at different grid sizes, selected the

best subset of reflectance measurements and tested the contribution of the species

basking mode, the phylogenetic structure of the data and the correlation between

reflectance and published abundance or altitudinal shifts. We used standardised

RGB (Red, Green, Blue) values from 222 species from the Iberian Peninsula, and

regional mean temperature and precipitation data from the study area (10 and

50-km resolutions) and Europe (50-km resolution).

3. Correlations between reflectance and temperature increased at finer geographical

and morphological resolutions. However, the butterfly basking mode did not

improve the statistical explanation of the pattern. Reflectance shows a strong phy-

logenetic structure, while variance partitioning indicated a poor pure contribution

of the climate variables in the reflectance–climate correlation.

4. Overall, mean temperature and precipitation were only modest predictors of butter-

fly reflectance. No correlation between reflectance and recent abundance or altitu-

dinal shifts was found using the hypothesised best estimates of reflectance.

Although significant correlations between butterfly shading and altitudinal shifts

were found for two of the reflectance measurements, this is interpreted as weak,

probably artifactual evidence on the predictive power of this relationship.

5. The strong phylogenetic pattern of the reflectance and the low fraction of the

reflectance measures analysed suggest that tests for alternative explanations are

still needed to shed light on the meaning of the colour–environment relationships

in butterflies, which probably are of a complex nature. From an adaptive point of

view, unravelling the basis of Bogert’s pattern in butterflies requires a closer,
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habitat-level approach and alternative variables to adult thermoregulatory behav-

iour to be tested.

K E YWORD S

Bogert’s rule, climate, colour, Iberian Peninsula, Papilionoidea, thermoregulation

INTRODUCTION

In the current context of global change and the ecological effects of

warming (Lovejoy & Hannah, 2019), understanding the precise nature

of the link between the biological functions of organisms and climate

should assist in the interpretation and even the prediction of organisms’

responses to ongoing environmental change (Buckley et al., 2010). Neg-

ative climate impacts should be expected for small ectotherm insects

such as the butterflies (Lepidoptera, Papilionoidea) (Hill et al., 2021;

Kingsolver et al., 2013) as already documented from the European area

(Settele et al., 2008; Warren et al., 2021). These should be even more

pronounced in temperate areas (Kingsolver et al., 2013) such as the

Southwest Mediterranean, where severe shifts in temperature and pre-

cipitation conditions are expected (Giorgi & Lionello, 2008; Hertig &

Jacobeit, 2008). However, the nature of the negative impacts of warm-

ing may be difficult to identify. Temperature shifts might have varied

indirect effects on insect populations, but also direct ones related to

their small body size (which imposes low thermal inertia: Huey et al.,

2019), for example, through growth rates (Roitberg & Mangel, 2016) or

due to the costs of behavioural thermoregulation (Kerr et al., 2015).

Recent comparative research on butterflies shows evidence of a

link between the wing and body reflectance and climate, either at a

macroecological scale (Kang et al., 2021a; Stelbrink et al., 2019; Zeuss

et al., 2014), at the habitat one (Xing et al., 2016) or close to this (on a

5-km resolution: Munro et al., 2019). This is supported both from mea-

surements done on printed colour plates (Stelbrink et al., 2019; Zeuss

et al., 2014) or taken from real, collection specimens (Kang et al., 2021a,

2021b; Munro et al., 2019; Xing et al., 2016). This is interesting as it

suggests that climate variables are good correlates of the optimal but-

terfly colouration (Stelbrink et al., 2019; Zeuss et al., 2014), hence

reflectance could be a predictor of potential use in, for example, model-

ling and forecasting species responses to increasing temperatures

(Millien et al., 2006). However, the causes of the relationship between

reflectance and environmental temperature remain speculative. The

results of the phylogenetically driven analysis of the European butter-

flies by Kang et al. (2021a) support the interspecific tendency of ecto-

therms to have darker bodies in comparatively colder areas, known as

Bogert’s rule (Bogert, 1949; L. Hill & Taylor, 1933; Lomolino et al.,

2016, Trullas et al., 2007). This eco-geographic pattern is often implicitly

interpreted as advantageous for thermoregulation with further exam-

ples from insects other than butterflies such as springtails (Collembola)

(Rapoport, 1969) and dragonflies (Odonata) (Pinkert et al., 2017; Zeuss

et al., 2014). After Kang et al. (2021a) an alternative, less supported

explanation, for the European butterflies is Gloger’s pattern. This ‘rule’
(brighter colour in warm and moist environments) was originally pro-

posed for endotherms based on a higher deposition rate of the

melanin-derived pigments in tropical habitats as the proximate explana-

tion (Rensch, 1938; see discussion by Delhey, 2019).

An evolutionary explanation at the macroecological scale does not

necessarily reflect present interactions at the habitat or microhabitat

level, thus determining the relevance of reflectance as an ecological trait

in butterflies that involves a twofold problem: first, evaluating the pre-

dictive ability (in terms of forecasting capacity) of climate with that trait

as the response. Testing the current geographic variation of butterfly

colouration in terms of the mean species climatic values (as in the refer-

ences quoted above) is feasible, although under the assumption that

present spatial variation is not exactly equivalent to temporal variation

(Kerr et al., 2011). The second part of the problem involves clarifying

the nature of the reflectance–climate relationship. We hypothesise that

a ‘finer dissection’ of the issue is possible by increasing the accuracy

and resolution of the data used, from two points of view: the accuracy

of geographic location and morphology. From the point of view of geo-

graphic accuracy, based on Xing et al. (2016), we would expect that the

statistical association between reflectance and climate increases at

higher spatial (or other, see below) resolution. We test this by re-

assessing the relation between climate and reflectance: (1) working on a

regional scale (the Iberian Peninsula instead of Europe), (2) increasing

the geographic accuracy of the climate estimates (on a 10-km grid basis

instead of 50 km as used by Kang et al., 2021a) and (3) adopting more

accurate morphological data to specifically test the role of adult thermo-

regulatory behaviour.

From the morphological point of view, former authors have wisely

used the butterfly reflectances of the body and the wing bases since,

due to the low thermal conductivity of the wings, these areas are the

most relevant for heating (Kammer & Bracchi, 1973). However,

the adult butterflies expose themselves to the sun in three main basking

postures: lateral, dorsal and reflection (Clench, 1966; Kingsolver, 1987,

1988). In lateral basking the ventral wing surfaces are exposed to the

light, while in dorsal and reflection basking the dorsum of the insect

receives the incident radiation. Moreover, not all parts of each wing are

exposed to the incident light on the living butterfly, because the two

wings often overlap to a large extent (Figure 1a,b). Therefore, measure-

ments taken in a non-selective way from a pinned specimen may be

misleading. If the relationship between reflectance and climate is linked

to adult thermoregulation, we would expect a specific response pattern

with a stronger correlation between temperature and shading on the

appropriate parts of the wings: those exposed to the light according to

the species basking posture. Thus, measuring reflectance measurements

in those parts of the wing and body is necessary: we hypothesise that if

reflectance is estimated in the specific parts exposed by each butterfly

species depending of its specific basking behaviour, the correlations

with the climate variables should increase.
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The kind of comparisons we propose require basic statistical tech-

niques such as correlation and regression. Control for phylogenetic

autocorrelation in studies involving cross-species comparisons is

required when evolutionary explanations are the objective (Freckleton

et al., 2002; Harvey & Pagel, 1991), but shared ancestry should not be

a matter of concern when the purpose is the prediction from variables

with no or very low phylogenetic structure (Desdevises et al., 2003;

Legendre & Legendre, 2012; Uyeda et al., 2018). Hence, the amount

of phylogenetic structuring of the data must be determined as a first

step in any case. Besides measuring this (as described below) we per-

formed part of our analyses both with, and without regard to phyloge-

netic relations, as well as estimated the contribution of phylogeny

itself to the relationships of relevance for this study.

So, in summary, besides (1) providing a table of standardised

reflectance measurements of the parts effectively exposed during

basking for the Iberian butterflies (visible range of the light spectrum),

our objectives are: (2) comparing the strength of the relationship

between climate (temperature and precipitation) and reflectance at

two different geographical resolutions, (3) testing the role of adult

basking modes on the reflectance–temperature relationship as poten-

tial support for a behaviourally mediated explanation, (4) measuring

the ‘non-phylogenetic’ fraction of the relationships between climate

and butterfly shading and finally (5) testing the correlation between

butterfly reflectance and published, recent demographic or altitudinal

trends in Iberian or European butterflies.

Under the assumption that the link between colour and climate of

butterflies has a functional basis at the habitat scale and that this

derives from adult thermoregulation, we expect correlations to

increase when estimated at the regional context and at the highest

resolution, with specific combinations of the reflectance measures

yielding the best results and a relevant fraction of non-phylogenetic

load on the temperature–reflectance relationship, as well as a correla-

tion between reflectance and species trends.

METHODS

Butterfly specimens

The measurements were done on pinned individuals of 222 butterfly

species (families Papilionidae, Hesperiidae, Pieridae, Riodinidae, Lycaeni-

dae and Nymphalidae) from the Iberian Peninsula (the continental terri-

tories of Spain and Portugal). This sample represents ca. 95% of the

species in that area (235 species after García-Barros et al., 2013

updated after Bolotov et al., 2021; Hinojosa et al., 2022; Lukhtanov &

Pazhenkova, 2021; Vila et al., 2018; Wiemers et al., 2018; Zhang

et al., 2020). The species list includes five pairs of cryptic or closely

related species whose detailed geographic distribution requires a thor-

ough reassessment; we merged these species pairs into single ‘mor-

phospecies’, at the cost of a loss of resolution in the analyses.

Unfortunately, such cases include widespread species in the genera

Polyommatus, Leptidea, Melitaea and Spialia (in addition to the sources

quoted above, see: Dinc�a et al., 2015; Hernández-Roldán et al., 2016;

Muñoz Sariot & Sánchez Mesa, 2019, Platania et al., 2020; Sañudo-

Restrepo et al., 2013). The complete species list and additional com-

ments are available in Table S2. The specimens were selected from the

collection at the authors’ department, complemented by a small number

(<10) of additional samples from a private collection (J. L. Hernández-

Roldán). One member of each sex (eventually two) were sampled and

their average values for each trait were adopted. For three species only

one male was available; we kept their data to represent the species’

values.

Reflectance measurements

The set specimens were photographed in a dim room with an Olympus

E-500 camera (focal distance = 50.5 cm, ISO (sensitivity, International

Organization for Standardization) = 125, speed = 1/500, F = 16) with all

options set to manual, grey balance adjusted to a DGC-100 neutral grey

card and two daylight bulbs (Osram Dulux, 36 W, 3000 K) fixed at

30 cm and 45� from the target, with a neutral grey background (8 cm

below the target). Each image included a metric scale and a standard

colour chart with seven paths of known average RGB values ranging

from 243.67 (white) through five intermediate grey shades

(RGB = 200, 160, 121, 67, 85) to black (RGB = 52) (AIC (Akaike Infor-

mation Criterion) PhD Target, Robin Myers Imaging: www.rmimaging.

com) (see sample image in Figure S1).

We measured forewing length and 26 shade measurements (aver-

age RGB on the visible spectrum) on each specimen (Figure 1), in

F I GU R E 1 Idealised representations of the posture of a butterfly
during lateral (a) and dorsal basking behaviour (b), and the paths
selected for measurement on the ventral (c) and dorsal (d) aspects of
the pinned butterflies. The list of measurements and abbreviations is
detailed in the text. B/F/H, body, forewing, hindwing; D/V, dorsal,
ventral; p/d/T, proximal, distal, total.
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addition to seven measurements done on the reference paths of the

colour card. Ten measurements represented the ‘primary’ zones

(i.e., those exposed to the sun during basking by a living insect, such

as the proximal [basal] or distal surfaces of each wing [Figure 1c,d, see

details and abbreviations in next paragraph], while the remaining ones

represent combinations of them [e.g., the total fore or hind wing

reflectance]). Such combinations are weighted averages based on the

relative surfaces of the parts involved. The delimitation of the primary

areas implies a degree of oversimplification because the exact posture

may vary across species as well as in the same individual according to

varied circumstances. The basal part of the wing was set to the 25%

portion of the maximum wing length, and the sections exposed/

hidden during basking were estimated as 50% of the wing width by

reference to the line perpendicular to the maximum wing length.

We used a combination of letters to designate the wing and body

areas measured, where: D/V = dorsal/ventral; B/F/H = body, forewing,

hindwing; and p/d/T = proximal, distal, total (e.g., DFT is the total

reflectance of the exposed path of the forewing, equivalent to DFp plus

DFd). See Figure 1 for reference. The list of measurements and abbrevi-

ations is presented in Table 1.

The reflectance in the visible light spectrum was measured on the

photographed specimens with ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012).

The reflectance values were then corrected by regression of the seven

observed RGB values from the reference colour card on the expected

ones. Among several curvilinear models tested (using CurveExpert

Basic: Hyams, 2009), a third-degree polynomial rendered the best

results (r > 0.998 in all instances). Linear re-scaling was then applied,

ensuring that the observed grey tones were virtually identical to the

T AB L E 1 Abbreviations and definitions of the variables.

Variable Aspect Part Reflectance measurements (except for FWL)

FWL – Forewing Wing length (base to apex, mm)

DFT D Forewing Whole wing

DFp D Forewing Proximal area

DFd D Forewing Distal area

DHT D Hindwing Whole posterior (anal) half

DHp D Hindwing Proximal part of the posterior half

DHd D Hindwing Distal part of the posterior half

DB D Body Body, head and eyes excluded.

D(Tp + B) D Combined Proximal wing areas and body

DT D Combined Dorsal, whole insect (DFT, DHT and DB together)

DTp D Both wings Joint proximal section of the two wings (DFp, DHp)

DTd D Both wings Joint distal section of the two wings (DFd, DHd)

VFT V Forewing Whole anterior (costal)

VFp V Forewing Proximal (basal) and anterior part

VFd V Forewing Distal, anterior part

VHT V Hindwing Whole hindwing

VHp V Hindwing Proximal area

VHd V Hindwing Distal area

VB V Body Ventral area, pin and eyes excluded

V(Tp + B) D + V Combined Ventral, proximal wing areas and body

VT V Combined Ventral reflectance of the whole insect (VFT, VHT and

VB measured together)

VTp V Both wings Proximal forewing and hindwing areas (VFp, VHp)

VTd V Both wings Distal forewing and hindwing areas (VFd, VHd)

Mean D + V Combined Overall mean (average of DT and VT)

p_Mean D + V Both wings Average of all the proximal wing areas

p_Optimum D + V Combined Weighted average of the proximal wing areas and

body, with the dorsal values for dorsal basking

species and the ventral ones for lateral basking

species

Note: Except for FWL (wing length) the data represent total reflectance (RGB, visible light spectrum) of the parts involved taken dorsally or ventrally from

the wings (forewing, hindwing or both wings), the body or the wings and the body (combined). Any combinations of single measurements represent the

weighted average of them, based on their known areas.

Abbreviations: B/F/H, body, forewing, hindwing; D/V, dorsal, ventral; p/d/T, proximal, distal, total.
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reference ones. The same correction was then applied to the wing

and body values in each digital image.

Climate and basking behaviour

The mean temperature and precipitation values of the species were

based on the species geographic distributions in two geographic con-

texts (Iberia, Europe) at two geographic scales: the 50 � 50 km MGRS

grid (Europe and the Iberian Peninsula) and the 10 � 10 km MGRS grid

(for the Iberian data). The European species mean temperature and

mean precipitation data were gathered from Schweiger et al. (2014).

Although comparable data from Platania et al. (2020) may be more pre-

cise for the members of some pairs of closely related species isolated

by taxonomists in recent years, we retained the information in Schwei-

ger et al. (2014) to facilitate comparison with other studies having used

the same source of European climate data (such as Kang et al., 2021a,

2021b). The Iberian climate data came from WorldClim version 2.1

(Fick & Hijmans, 2017, resolution ca. 1 km2, 1970–2000). The World-

Clim values were averaged for the 50 � 50 km and the 10 � 10 km

Iberian cells. On this basis, the species mean temperature and precipita-

tion were calculated as the average value from the subset of cells occu-

pied by each species. We used the pooled presence data for the period

1900–2020 (updated from García-Barros et al., 2004: www.geobrink.

uclm.es), even when this period is longer than that covered by World-

Clim data. We believe that this approach is reasonable as far as the

detailed distribution data on the Iberian butterflies still requires

improvement (García-Barros et al., 2022) and most of the information

dates after 1970 (the mean date of the records is 1989). Our estimates

largely coincide with those recently used by Mingarro et al. (2021) to

estimate the butterfly community temperature and precipitation

indexes for the same area (the correlation between both sources is

r = 0.973 for temperature and r = 0.892 for precipitation, p < 0.001 in

both instances).

The typical basking postures of the species involved were

obtained from Middleton-Welling et al. (2020): dorsal, reflection and

lateral basking, with the first two recoded as dorsal (since in both

cases the light falls on the dorsum).

Butterfly shade and demographic or altitudinal change

We tested the bivariate correlations between each of the reflectance

variables (as well as the basking mode and adult size, represented by

forewing length) with known published altitudinal or demographic

trends. Forward stepwise regression was applied when more than one

significant effect was detected. Additionally, we built a composite

reflectance index representing the best statistical explanation of tem-

perature in terms of the reflectance variables (based on the 10-km

resolution Iberian data since, as detailed below, this grid size resulted

in the highest correlations). To do this we estimated a model with

temperature as the dependent variable and the reflectance values as

predictors, fit by multiple regression (GLM approach, normal link

function, forward stepwise). The predicted values from this model

(subsequently termed ‘BestPredictor’; see Results) represent a linear,

weighted combination of the reflectance variables with the strongest

possible linear correlation with temperature. The trend data were

gathered from four sources in the literature and include only those

butterfly species from which a statistically significant trend has been

reported and are represented in our data set. These sources were:

(1) Twenty-three species with significant altitudinal shifts in the Sierra

de Guadarrama (north of Madrid, Spain), from Wilson et al. (2005).

These authors fit an altitudinal model to each species in two periods

of time (decade of 1970 and 2000) to identify the temporal shifts in

altitude. We quantified the shifts as the differences between each

species altitude along that period, separately for the minimum and

maximum elevations. (2) Sixty species with significant population

trends (i.e., increasing or decreasing adult abundance) in Catalonia

(NE Spain) over the last two decades, from the Catalonian Butterfly

Monitoring Scheme (Stefanescu, 2021). These data were reported as a

weighted density of adult numbers standardised for the number of

counts and stations, the rBMS index (Schmucki et al., 2022). (3) The

long-term demographic trends from 30 butterflies in the

United Kingdom, from the comprehensive data in the UK Butterfly

Monitoring Scheme as reported by Brereton et al. (2020); these data

represent temporal trends of adult densities expressed as an index,

which we used after squared-root transformation. Finally, (4) the sig-

nificant trends of adult abundance from 12 species as measured by

the European Butterfly Indicator for Grassland Species (van Swaay

et al., 2019 and methodological details therein). These are comparable

to those of the two previous sources (2, 3 above) although they focus

specifically on grassland species and are presented as qualitative

descriptors (stable, moderate decline, strong decline).

Statistical procedures

The data were log10-transformed in the first step to approach normal-

ity. Standard (least squares, OLS) regression, analysis of the variance

(ANOVA) and analysis of the covariance (ANCOVA) without control-

ling for phylogenetic relatedness were carried out and cross-checked

with SPSS IBM Statistics (IBM, 2019) and Statistica (StatSoft, 2004).

ANCOVA was specifically applied to test whether our hypothesised

optimum combination of exposed areas had the strongest relation

with temperature depending on the species basking behaviour, that is,

DB + DTp for dorsal baskers and VB + VTp for lateral baskers.

In contrast to analyses with a merely predictive purpose, evolutionary

approaches (namely, to determine the ultimate nature of the climate–

reflectance relationship) require a phylogenetic framework (Freckleton

et al., 2002; Harvey & Pagel, 1991; Revell, 2010). We calculated the perti-

nent regression and correlation analyses under Phylogenetic Generalized

Least Squares models (PGLS) with caper (Orme et al., 2022) under the

maximum likelihood estimate for lambda, and ANCOVA with multcomp

(Hothorn et al., 2020) in the R environment (R Core Team, 2020). The

tree topology and ultrametric branch lengths were taken from the

European-level butterfly phylogeny by Wiemers et al. (2020). The
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phylogenetic signal in the data was measured as Pagel’s lambda

(Pagel, 1999) as recommended by several authors (Freckleton

et al., 2002; Molina-Venegas & Rodríguez, 2017; Münkemüller

et al., 2012), with the package phylosignal (Keck et al., 2016).

Moreover, decoupling the effect of the ‘pure’ ecological, ‘pure’
phylogenetic and shared (ecological + phylogenetic) components of

the reflectance–climate relationships and their shared effect (the last

probably representing phylogenetic conservatism: Desdevises

et al., 2003; Diniz-Filho et al., 2012) we applied the method of per-

formed variance partitioning (Legendre & Legendre, 2012) to four rep-

resentative reflectance variables (DHp, VHp, BestPredictor and Mean)

and the Iberian temperature and precipitation data at 10 � 10 km res-

olution. We followed the procedure described by Desdevises et al.

(2003) and Legendre and Legendre (2012) using the R packages

wcmdscale and varpart (in vegan: Oksanen et al., 2022). We submitted

the phylogenetic distance matrix to a principal coordinate analysis

(PCoA). The generated eigenvectors were then selected by forward

stepwise regression with each of the analysed reflectance variables as

the problem variable. The set of eigenvectors selected was used to

represent phylogeny in the variance partitioning analysis.

The relationships between butterfly trends from the literature

and temperature were tested using Pearson’s correlation except for

the Grassland Species Indicator species where a rank correlation

(Kendall’s Tau) was applied. For the reasons given above, no correc-

tion for phylogenetic effects was applied in this section. We evaluated

the bivariate relationship between temperature (Iberian data, 10-km

resolution) and our ‘BestPredictor’ described in the former section,

but also tested the remaining reflectance variables. When this was

justified, multiple regression was attempted.

RESULTS

There was a clear co-variation of reflectance values within the ventral

and dorsal subsets, much more marked for the ventral shades (VFp

VFd, VHp, VHd, VB) than for the dorsal ones (Figure 2; Table S3). This

pattern was exacerbated in the PGLS results, where the similarity

among the ventral values was comparatively tighter while the

opposite was observed in the dorsal (D) values. Within each subset,

the body values (DB, VB) remained the most independent.

For the 10 primary reflectance variables, the ventral aspect was

brighter than the dorsal one (i.e., DFp, DFd, DHp, DHd and DB

vs. VFp, VFd, VHp, VHd and Vb; after pairwise tests = 16.0 > T > 4.9,

p < 0.001). The proximal wing sections were darker than the distal

ones, although significantly so only for the hindwing (DHp < DHd,

T = 2.60, p < 0.01; VHp < VHd, T = 5.17, p < 0.001). This was

F I GU R E 2 Distance among the basic measurements of reflectance in the wings and body, based on the correlation matrix (1 � Pearson r)
and UPGM joining algorithm. Abbreviations as in Figure 1, see text. OLS, Ordinary Least Squares regression; PGLS, Phylogenetic Generalized
Least Squares models.

F I G U R E 3 Graphical summary of the correlations between the
shade measurements (primary variables and weighted averages

described in the text) and the mean temperature and precipitation
from the same subset of species and climatic data from Europe
(50 � 50 km), and Iberia (50 � 50 km and 10 � 10 km resolutions) to
show the general increase of correlations that accompanies the
increase in geographic resolution. Six variables of special interest for
the discussion have been highlighted with specific symbols (full details
in Table S5).
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confirmed by multiple ANOVA and applied within the dorsal and lat-

eral basking species (Table S4).

Under Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression statistics all the

reflectance values (Figures 3 and 4, full details in Table S5) were posi-

tively correlated with temperature and negatively with precipitation,

most of the time significantly (142 out of 150 scores) although with

low r values (absolute values ranked between 0.11 and 0.37 except

for the non-significant cases). As shown in Figure 3 the correlations of

reflectance with the climatic variables increased moving to finer reso-

lutions: Europe 50 km–Iberia 50 km–Iberia 10 km, with precipitation

showing stronger effects than temperature. The best bivariate corre-

lates of temperature were VHp (the ventral, proximal area of the

hindwing) and DHp (the dorsal, proximal area of the hindwing)

(Figure 4a,b). From that point of view none of the combined estimates

of reflectance outperformed the primary measures mentioned above,

either from the wings (DTp, DTd, HTp, HTd, p_Mean, p_Optimum) or

from the wings and body (DT, VD, Mean); the same was true for our

presumed best estimates: D(Tp + B) and V(Tp + B) (Figure 4c,d).

PGLS correlations largely followed those stated above, although

with comparatively lower values overall (on average, 73% of the OLS

r values) except for the ventral proximal wing reflectances (VFp, VFd,

F I GU R E 4 Scatter plots showing the relationships between the mean temperature and precipitation and single measures of primary
reflectance, DHp and VHp (a, b) and with two combined estimates expected to show a good correlation with temperature based on adult basking
behaviour (c, d). The correlation values (r) and significance are shown. P<0.001.

T AB L E 2 Summary of the final models fitted by multiple regression
to select the best subset of reflectance variables as predictors for the
mean Temperature and mean Precipitation (Iberian data, 10 � 10 km
resolution), with phylogenetic effects accounted for Phylogenetic
Generalized Least Squares (PGLS) or not Ordinary Least Squares (OLS).

Parameter

Temperature,

OLS

Temperature,

PGLS

Precipitation,

OLS

Precipitation,

PGLS

Intercept �0.406*** 0.608** 1.310*** 3.596***

DHp 0.274*** 0.254** �1.112*** �0.325***

VHp 1.056*** 0.990** �0.141*** �0.416***

VHd �1.089*** �1.005*** – –

VFp – – �0.141*** 0.359**

Model statistics

AIC �312.513 �299.246 �427.867 �268.944

R 2
adj 0.204*** 0.151*** 0.202*** 0.194***

F3,218 19.875*** 14.120*** 16.696*** 11.68***

Note: The upper part of the table shows the coefficients for the intercept

and the variables selected; the lower three lines summarise the model fit

statistics. –, variable not selected for the model.

Abbreviation: AIC, Akaike Information Criterion.

***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01.
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VHp, VHd), which were higher than the least squares ones (between

1% and 3%) (Table S6).

The best OLS explanatory model for temperature (Iberian data,

10 � 10 km resolution) from stepwise multiple regression included

the variables DHp, VHp (with positive coefficients) and VHd (with

negative sign) (Table 2). Although the negative value of VHd sug-

gested a complementary effect of VHp and VHd (e.g., the contrast

between the two parts of the hindwing underside), this was not con-

firmed by testing the ratio VHd/VHp (as log10VHd � log10-VHp) in

the regression, which rendered a slightly lower fit (R2
adj = 0.208,

p < 0.001, AIC = 313.539, cf. Table 2). The predicted values from the

model selected were retained and used (as ‘BestPredictor’) to test

the relationships between butterfly reflectance and the demographic

or altitudinal trends reported.

Even though we found that the proximal wing areas included the

best correlates of temperature, the ANCOVAs on these variables

(Table 3) did not identify any significant interactions between the

basking mode and temperature. Moreover, the basking mode had no

significant effects except for DHp (where the significance shifted to

marginal under the PGLS approach). Incidentally, the basking posture

was related to the Iberian temperature data (50 and 10-km resolution,

only after OLS results) suggesting higher proportions of dorsal basking

species in the warmer squares (see Tables S5 and S6).

T AB L E 3 Summary of the results of four individual analyses of
the covariance (columns) to identify the effects of temperature,
basking mode and their interaction, on four measurements of
reflectance in the proximal areas of the wing (dorsal and ventral,
forewing and hindwing).

Wing Forewing Hindwing Forewing Hindwing

OLS

Wing side Dorsal Dorsal Ventral Ventral

Dependent variable DFp DHp VFp VHp

Intercept 1.748*** 1.819*** 1.890*** 1.763***

Temperature

(Iberia, 10 km)

0.236*** 0.316*** 0.182** 0.272***

Basking mode 0.016ns 0.143a,** 0.008ns 0.014ns

Basking

mode � Temperature

0.084ns 0.004ns 0.079ns 0.022ns

Model F3,218 5.340** 12.946*** 3.534* 8.231***

PGLS

Wing side Dorsal Dorsal Ventral Ventral

Dependent variable DFp DHp VFp VHp

Intercept 1.818*** 1.883*** 1.992*** 1.848***

Temperature

(Iberia, 10 km)

0.090* 0.153*** 0.087ns 0.119ns

Basking mode 0.057ns 0.076ns 0.010ns 0.005ns

Basking

mode � Temperature

0.121ns 0.048ns 0.014ns 0.087ns

Model F3,218 4.055* 6.171*** 0.279ns 1.237ns

Note: The analyses were done on the raw, log-transformed data (Ordinary

Least Squares [OLS], above; further details in Table S4) and controlling for

phylogenetic effects (Phylogenetic Generalized Least Squares [PGLS],

below). No significant interactions between temperature and basking

behaviour were identified.
aDorsal and reflection baskers have significantly darker proximal, dorsal

wing surfaces.

***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; nsp > 0.05.

F I G U R E 5 Unique (‘pure’) and shared contributions of phylogeny
and the climate variables (temperature, above; precipitation, below) to
explain the variation of VHp (the reflectance of the proximal, ventral
portion of the hindwing) in terms of r 2 from partitioning of the
variation (variance partitioning) analysis. The black area in each graph
represents the ‘pure’ contribution of the climate variable. See
Table S8 for detailed statistics.

T AB L E 4 Comparison of the explanations for temperature and
precipitation (Pearson r, Iberian data 10 � 10 km resolution) provided
by our data (a) and the measurements (UV + VIS) by Kang et al.
(2021b) (b) for six variables and 199 species comparable in both

data sets.

Temperature Precipitation

r (a � b)
(a) This
study

(b) Kang
et al.

(a) This
study

(b) Kang
et al.

DB (R) 0.334*** 0.255*** �0.401*** �0.360*** 0.649***

DT (R) 0.196** 0.174* �0.249*** �0.285*** 0.792***

DTp (R) 0.290*** 0.223** �0.358*** �0.286*** 0.728***

VB (R) 0.232** 0.303*** �0.305*** �0.340*** 0.750***

VT (R) 0.226** 0.181* �0.315*** �0.293*** 0.793***

VTp (R) 0.298*** 0.284*** �0.364*** �0.360*** 0.761***

Best

model (R 2)

0.107*** 0.087*** 0.156*** 0.145*** –

Best

model (vars.)

�(+DB) �(+VB) �(�DB) �(�DB

+ VTp)

–

Note: The two lower rows summarise the best explanation of the climate

variable (temperature or precipitation) in terms of the reflectance variables

(from multivariate forward stepwise selection regression): adjusted R 2 and

variables selected. The highest correlation in each pair compared (a � b) is

marked in bold. The correlations between the reflectance estimates from

the variables selected in the two studies are shown in the right column.

Significance follows the notation.

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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The reflectance variables showed significant lambda values

(0.67–0.9, all p < 0.001; Table S7), indicating a meaningful phyloge-

netic structuring. In contrast, the phylogenetic signal was non-

significant or low (0.10–0.17) for the climatic variables. The results of

variance partitioning for VHp (a comparatively good correlate

of temperature) in terms of climate and phylogeny are illustrated in

Figure 5 (further variables are analysed in the same way in Table S8).

In short, climatic variables per se had very small contributions to the

explanation of reflectance (0.3%–3% of the variance). The largest part

of the variation was explained by phylogeny alone (50%–77%),

followed by the shared effects of phylogeny and climate (4%–18%).

To better assess the relative performance of our measurements

compared to those previously published, we used the data provided

by Kang et al. (2021b). This was possible for 199 species and for six

measurements that were approximately equivalent in both data sets:

DB and VB from the body; DT, DTp, VT and VTp from the body and

F I GU R E 6 Dispersion graphs showing the relationship between butterfly reflectance and species significant changes in altitude or abundance
from selected sources: (a) species in the Grassland Indicator Index (Europe); (b) significant population trends in Catalonia; shifts in minimum (c, e)
and maximum altitude (d) in the Sierra de Guadarrama and trends detected from the UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme (f). (a)–(d) are based in the
‘BestPredictor’ index of reflectance (see text) while (e) and (f) show examples of a significant and a nearly significant relationship based in other
reflectance measures. r = Pearson’s correlation coefficient, τ = Kendall’s Tau for rank correlation. Data sources specified in the text, and full
correlation matrix in Table S9.
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wings combined (Figure 1). We also estimated the correlations

between these measurements and the mean temperature and precipi-

tation (10 � 10 km Iberian data), the best model from forward step-

wise selection for these two climate variables and the paired

correlations between the two subsets of data.

As detailed in Table 4, the reflectance values of the two sources

were correlated, our values often providing the best correlation with the

climate variable (except for VB—temperature and DT/VB—precipitation).

We calculated the correlations between reflectance and the pub-

lished abundance or altitudinal species trends using the ‘BestPredic-
tor’ scores (the predicted values from the best fit model described

above). These values represent the best possible linear combination of

the reflectance values as a single correlate of temperature. The correla-

tions were low, in all instances non-significant (r < 0.11, p > 0.05, see

Figure 6 and Table S9). One strong outlier was omitted from the Catalo-

nian data, the Araschnia levana (L., 1758) (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae).

Including this species had no relevant effect (r = 0.15, p = 0.268). The

result for the British butterfly trends was r = 0.075 (p = 0.693), again

with no significant differences when one outlying species was included

(r = 0.283, p = 0.123); this was the large blue, Phengaris arion (L., 1758)

(Lepidoptera: Lycaenidae), a butterfly subject to specific management

after its extinction and subsequent reintroduction decades ago (Thomas

et al., 2009). Testing the remaining reflectance variables (primary or

composed; full details in Table S9) rendered similar, non-significant

results with one exception: the shifts in the minimum altitude of the

Sierra de Guadarrama butterflies (1970s–2000, from Wilson

et al., 2005; Figure 6e) were negatively correlated with DHp (r = �0.42,

p < 0.05) and BD (r = �0.61, p < 0.01), while for these data the basking

type had a significant effect (F = 5.60, p < 0.05; Table S9). Given the

inter-correlation between these variables, a multivariate stepwise selec-

tion approach (details not presented) retained only BD. This implies that

changes in the minimum elevational range were consistent with the

expectations, that is, more pronounced upward shifts in butterflies with

darker dorsal body scale cover (BD) and darker dorsal, hindwing base

(DHp) as well as with dorsal basking posture. A marginally significant

correlation between the composite p_Optimum and the UK BMS trends

was also detected (Figure 6f).

DISCUSSION

Regardless of the approach used, our results demonstrate clear patterns

of co-variation involving the dorsal and ventral subsets of reflectance

measurements, with higher consistency from the ventral group. Body

reflectance values remained relatively independent in each of the two

groups. We suspect that, although reflectance is generally well pre-

served in collection specimens (Munro et al., 2019), a loss of body cover

scales is to be expected from the process of manipulation and mount-

ing, thus increasing the exposure of the dark pigmented cuticle. Also,

the ventral aspect of the body (as recorded in the photographs) does

not exactly correspond to the lateral (pleural) area which the butterfly

exposes to the sun. We accept that our sample sizes are short, and that

a reliable reflectance index should provide better coverage of the colour

variation present in every butterfly species. However, the number of

individuals per species used here compares favourably with those used

in recent similar studies (Kang et al., 2021a; Stelbrink et al., 2019; Zeuss

et al., 2014). We acknowledge the primarily prospective nature of our

study, which should help to identify the best reference body parts to be

used in subsequent research on this subject.

Both after OLS or PGLS regression, our results confirmed those

reported by Stelbrink et al. (2019), Kang et al. (2021a) and Zeuss et al.

(2014), with reflectance being positively correlated with temperature

and negatively with precipitation (i.e., lighter butterflies in warm, dry

habitats and dark ones in cool, moist ones). Irrespective of the

method, the hind wing surface provides the best correlates of temper-

ature. Moreover, the magnitude of the correlations between shading

and climate varied in the way expected with higher scores in the most

local geographic context (Iberia vs. Europe), at the highest geographic

resolution (10 vs. 50-km grid) and by reference to the specific parts of

the wings exposed to the sun by the adults (instead of, e.g., the whole

basal area of the wing). This strongly supports a causal link between

butterfly colour and the species climatic niche at the mid-to-low scale,

where temperature or precipitation plays a role. In short, our results

are consistent with Bogert’s pattern as stated by previous authors;

Gloger’s pattern (brighter pigmentation in warm and moist habitats),

partly supported by Kang et al. (2021a), is difficult to test in the south

European context where, as a rule, temperature and precipitation are

negatively correlated.

As a first conclusion, our interpretation is in favour of Bogert’s pat-

tern, but: is adult heating behaviour the adaptive explanation? Apparently

not, judging from the RGB values of the visible spectrum. Our hypotheti-

cal ‘best’ combinations of measurements for the dorsal (dorsal and reflec-

tion) and lateral basking species rendered suboptimal statistical

explanations of the climate variables. No significant interactions between

brightness and the adult basking mode were detected by ANCOVAs with

temperature as the problem variable (and reflection and basking mode as

the independent ones). This is consistent with the fact that interspecific

analyses on moths (Heidrich et al., 2018; Xing et al., 2018), where sun

basking is not the rule, also showed the trend between the dark-light

colour gradient and the cool-warm environment. What matters here

is the strong phylogenetic pattern of the reflectance measurements

(as documented by the lambda values) combined with variance partition-

ing results that show an almost residual ‘pure’ explanation by tempera-

ture or precipitation (adaptation in a strict sense), implying a moderate

combined explanation of phylogeny and climate (phylogenetic inertia,

e.g., Freckleton et al., 2002), and a strictly dominating phylogenetic com-

ponent which might represent niche conservatism (Blomberg et al., 2003;

but cf. Münkemüller et al., 2015 and Revell et al., 2008). This allows for

the possibility that any alternative set of phylogenetically structured life

history traits may provide alternative explanations for butterfly brightness

patterns, including the preference for habitat features such as, for exam-

ple, forest or open habitat types (Endler, 1993; Xing et al., 2016; see also

Roulin, 2014). As stated by Munro et al. (2019) varied selective forces

may have modelled colour in a day-living, flying insect (see review by

Cuthill et al., 2017). Even if the observed patterns fit the expectations for

warming behaviour (Ellers & Boggs, 2004; Kammer & Bracchi, 1973;
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Wasserthal, 1983), we may even speculate that such co-variation is com-

patible with a non-adaptive (mechanistic) explanation. For instance, the

ventral surfaces of butterflies were on average more reflective than the

corresponding dorsal ones while, in each wing, the proximal areas were

comparatively darker implying a generalised proximal-distal gradient of

pigment deposition (of the kind of the ‘global determinant patterns’:
Nijhout, 1990) along the basal-central-marginal wing areas (Nijhout, 1991

and references therein).

Finally, within the limits imposed by the limited quantitative evi-

dence on butterfly demographic trends and altitudinal shifts tested

here (Brereton et al., 2020; Stefanescu, 2021; van Swaay et al., 2019;

Wilson et al., 2005), there was no correlation between the selected

documented changes and the best correlate of temperature from

combined reflectance measurements, although two of the reflectance

measurements varied consistently with the shifts in the minimum alti-

tude in the Sierra de Guadarrama (Wilson et al., 2005). In conse-

quence, although range contractions related to the species climatic

niches have been documented from the European butterflies and

other insect taxa in the area (Bladon et al., 2020; Calosi et al., 2008;

Engelhardt et al., 2022; G. M. Hill et al., 2021), there is only marginal

support for a direct impact of warming on butterfly population

changes via their wing and body reflectance (unlike for European

dragonflies: Zeuss et al., 2014). Recent population changes for butter-

flies in Catalonia (NE in our study area) were best explained by the

species habitat preferences (namely, for woodland or open habitats:

Stefanescu et al., 2011) and phenological specialisation (Colom

et al., 2022). Although such effects might be masked by other vari-

ables or may be buffered by microhabitat selection by the butterflies

(Bladon et al., 2020), the low (although significant) correlations

between climate variables and reflectance, together with the remain-

ing results discussed above, tend not to support butterfly reflectance

by itself as a relevant ecological predictor in these insects.

Thus, we may conclude that (1) without report to phylogeny, the

relationship between reflectance (in the visible light spectrum) and cli-

mate (positive correlation with temperature, negative with precipita-

tion, compatible with Bogert’s pattern) is supported, and that (2) this

relationship is strengthened at closer geographic distances and when

focused on the ‘target’ parts of the insect’s body (as expected from

thermoregulatory behaviour), suggesting a habitat-level interaction.

This remains to be tested for the whole of European butterflies,

where distribution data at a finer scale than 10 � 10 km are likely to

be available. After all, a 100-km2 area may cover varied temperature

and humidity conditions with ample chances for the butterflies, as fly-

ing insects, to select for their suitable microhabitat conditions. (3) In

contrast, we found no evidence that this relationship is mediated by

the adult basking posture. We are aware that recent studies demon-

strate that reflectance in the near-infrared spectrum (NIR) provides a

better explanation for the climate–reflectance relationship (Kang

et al., 2021a; Munro et al., 2019). However, besides the general evi-

dence that the body and basal wing areas are more relevant to warm-

ing, a test of NIR values of the specific areas exposed by each type of

basking mode remains to be done. (4) From an evolutionary point of

view, the PGLS results confirm the former statements, with weaker

statistical support. The strong phylogenetic pattern of the reflectance

and the low fraction of the reflectance measures analysed suggest

that tests for alternative explanations are still needed to shed light on

the meaning of the colour–environment relationships in butterflies,

which probably are of a complex nature. And (5) perhaps in consis-

tence with the moderate (although significant) correlations between

reflectance and temperature, there is only marginal evidence for a

relationship between reflectance and recent demographic or altitudi-

nal changes documented in the recent literature. Although some posi-

tive evidence arose from the elevation shifts in the Sierra de

Guadarrama, the fact that this applied only to two of the several reflec-

tance variables (and not to those representing the best combinations as a

response to temperature) suggest that these results, though interesting,

might be artifactual and require confirmation. From this and the former

statements, butterfly reflectance does not by itself represent a strong pre-

dictor for changes in population numbers, attributable to warming. It is

likely that this can be re-assessed in the short term, for example, with

more local climate data and long-term temporal series of individual counts

such as those from monitoring schemes (e.g., the European Butterfly

Monitoring Scheme: www.butterfly-monitoring.net).
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